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Abstract

Background Pylorus-preserving gastrectomy (PPG) is

increasingly being used to treat early gastric cancer in the

middle third of the stomach, with the hope of ameliorating

postoperative dysfunction and improving quality of life

(QOL). We evaluated symptoms of postgastrectomy syn-

drome (PGS) and QOL by means of a newly developed

integrated questionnaire, the Postgastrectomy Syndrome

Assessment Scale-45 (PGSAS-45), and compared PPG

with Billroth-I distal gastrectomy (DGBI).

Methods The PGSAS-45 consists of 45 items, including

items from the SF-8 and GSRS instruments, as well as 22

newly selected items. It was designed to assess the severity

of PGS and the living status and QOL of gastrectomized

patients. The nationwide PGSAS surveillance study

enrolled 2,368 gastric cancer patients who underwent

various types of gastrectomy. In this study we analyzed 313

PPG patients and 909 DGBI patients.

Results Body weight loss was -6.9 % in the PPG group

and -7.9 % in the DGBI group (P = 0.052). The PPG

group scored better on the diarrhea subscale (PPG; 1.8 vs.

DGBI; 2.1, P\ 0.0001), dumping subscale (1.8 vs. 2.0,

P = 0.003), and frequency of additional meals (1.8 vs. 1.9,

P = 0.034). Multiple regression analysis revealed that age

and the preservation of the celiac branch of the vagus nerve

were independent factors predicting diarrhea and dumping.

Conclusions It has been suggested that PPG is superior to

DGBI for ameliorating PGS. Preservation of the celiac

branch of the vagus nerve is recommended to reduce

postoperative disorders regardless of the reconstruction

method used.
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Introduction

The radical surgical treatment of gastric cancer requires

resection of a large portion of the stomach as well as

regional lymphadenectomy. It is well known that gastric

resection and reconstruction of the gastrointestinal tract

result in a variety of functional and physiological disorders.

These unpleasant alimentary and/or systemic symptoms are

collectively referred to as postgastrectomy syndrome

(PGS) [1, 2]. A recent report from the Japanese nationwide

gastric cancer registry showed that patients with early

gastric cancer (EGC) accounted for approximately 60 % of

all gastric cancer patients who underwent gastrectomy, and

the 5-year survival rate of EGC patients exceeded 90 %

[3]. It is important to determine which gastrectomy oper-

ations can most minimize PGS, as EGC patients can sur-

vive for a long period of time following surgery.

The Billroth-I (BI) method is one of the most commonly

performed reconstruction procedures following distal gas-

trectomy (DG) in gastric cancer patients. In Japan, the

number of surgeons who prefer Roux-en-Y (RY) anasto-

mosis has been increasing recently; however, the majority of

medical institutions still select BI for reconstruction after

DG (DGBI). The questionnaire survey regarding the

reconstruction methods after gastrectomy conducted in

Japan showed that BI was selected as the first choice for DG

in 77 % of Japanese institutions, RY in 21 %, and BII in

0.7 % [4]. The operative simplicity and physiological pas-

sage of the diet through the duodenum are regarded as merits

of DGBI, although postoperative reflux symptoms, esoph-

agitis, and remnant gastritis were found to be significantly

more frequent in BI patients compared with those receiving

RY, indicating that the bile reflux, which is attributed to the

direct anastomosis between the gastric stump and duode-

num, is one of the disadvantages of DGBI [5, 6].

Pylorus-preserving gastrectomy (PPG) was initially

devised for resection of gastric ulcers by Maki and col-

leagues in 1967 [7], but it has recently been applied to EGC

patients with the intention of attenuating PGS by main-

taining pyloric function [8, 9]. With accumulation of data

demonstrating acceptable long-term survival following

PPG in EGC patients [10–12], the Japanese gastric cancer

treatment guidelines (version 3) recognized PPG as an

alternative to conventional DGBI for cT1N0 tumors loca-

ted in the middle third of the stomach [13]. It is important

to determine whether PPG is superior to DGBI in terms of

comprehensively ameliorating PGS and improving QOL

after gastrectomy.

The postgastrectomy syndrome assessment scale-45

(PGSAS-45) was newly developed by the Japanese Post-

gastrectomy Syndrome Working Party (JPGSWP) as

an integrated questionnaire designed to assess postgastr-

ectomy-specific clinical symptoms and QOL [14]. The

JPGSWP also conducted multiinstitutional nationwide

surveillance to investigate long-term symptoms, living

status and QOL following various types of gastrectomy. In

the present study we used the PGSAS-45 to compare PPG

and DGBI and evaluate the advantages of PPG as a func-

tion-preserving gastrectomy technique.

Patients and methods

Patients

Patient eligibility criteria were: (1) diagnosis of patholog-

ically confirmed stage IA or IB gastric cancer; (2) first-time

gastrectomy status; (3) age C20 and B75 years; (4) no

history of chemotherapy; (5) no recurrence or distant

metastasis; (6) gastrectomy conducted 1 or more years

prior to enrollment date; (7) performance status (PS) B1 on

the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) scale;

(8) full capacity to understand and respond to the ques-

tionnaire; (9) no history of other diseases or surgeries that

might influence responses to the questionnaire; (10) no

presence of organ failure or mental illness; (11) written

informed consent. Patients with dual malignancies or with

concomitant resection of other organs (with co-resection

equivalent to cholecystectomy being the exception) were

excluded.

QOL assessment

The PGSAS-45 is an integrated questionnaire to assess the

living status and the QOL in postgastrectomy patients, as

described previously [14]. It consists of eight items from

the Short-Form Health Survey (SF-8), 15 items from the

Gastrointestinal Symptom Rating Scale (GSRS), and 22

items originally proposed by the JPGSWP members

(Table 1). The items of the PGSAS-45 were classified into

three domains, i.e., the symptom, living status, and QOL

domains. The QOL domain consists of SF-8 and three of

the dissatisfaction items; the living status domain consists

of meal-associated items and ability to work. The symptom

domain is composed of 23 symptom-related items clustered

into seven symptom subscales (SS), i.e., the esophageal

reflux SS, abdominal pain SS, meal-related distress SS,

indigestion SS, diarrhea SS, constipation SS, and dumping

SS. In items 1–8, 34, 35, and 38–40, higher scores indicate

better outcomes; in items 9–28, 30, 31, 33, and 41–45,

higher scores indicate worse outcomes.

Study methods

This is a retrospective cross-sectional study conducted by

continuous sampling from a central registration system for
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Table 1 Structure of postgastrectomy syndrome assessment scale-45 (PGSAS-45) (domains/subdomains/items/subscales)

Domains Subdomains Items Subscales

QOL SF-8 (QOL) 1 Physical functioning* Physical component summary* (items 1–8)

2 Role physical* Mental component summary* (items 1–8)

3 Bodily pain*

4 General health*

5 Vitality*

6 Social functioning*

7 Role emotional*

8 Mental health*

Symptoms GSRS (symptoms) 9 Abdominal pains Esophageal reflux subscale (items 10, 11, 13, 24)

10 Heartburn Abdominal pain subscale (items 9, 12, 28)

11 Acid regurgitation Meal-related distress subscale (items 25–27)

12 Sucking sensations in the epigastrium Indigestion subscale (items 14–17)

13 Nausea and vomiting Diarrhea subscale (items 19, 20, 22)

14 Borborygmus Constipation subscale (items 18, 21, 23)

15 Abdominal distension Dumping subscale (items 30, 31, 33)

16 Eructation

17 Increased flatus Total symptom score (above seven subscales)

18 Decreased passage of stool

19 Increased passage of stool

20 Loose stool

21 Hard stool

22 Urgent need for defecation

23 Feeling of incomplete evacuation

Symptoms 24 Bile regurgitation

25 Sense of food sticking

26 Postprandial fullness

27 Early satiation

28 Lower abdominal pain

29 Number and type of early dumping symptoms

30 Early dumping general symptoms

31 Early dumping abdominal symptoms

32 Number and type of late dumping symptoms

33 Late dumping symptoms

Living status Meals (amount) 1 34 Ingested amount of food per meal*

35 Ingested amount of food per day*

36 Frequency of main meals

37 Frequency of additional meals

Meals (quality) 38 Appetite* Quality of ingestion subscale* (items 38–40)

39 Hunger feeling*

40 Satiety feeling*

Meals (amount) 2 41 Necessity for additional meals

Social activity 42 Ability to work

QOL Dissatisfaction (QOL) 43 Dissatisfaction with symptoms Dissatisfaction for daily life subscale (items 43–45)

44 Dissatisfaction at the meals

45 Dissatisfaction at working

PGSAS-45 postgastrectomy syndrome assessment scale-45, SF-8 short form-8, QOL quality of life, GSRS gastrointestinal symptom rating scale.

In items or subscales with *, higher scores indicate better conditions. In items or subscales without *, higher scores indicate worse conditions.

Each subscale is calculated as the mean of its composite items or subscales, except the physical and mental component summaries of SF-8. Items

29 and 32 do not have scores; these items were analyzed separately
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participant enrollment. The questionnaire was distributed

to all eligible patients as they presented to the participat-

ing clinics, and patients were instructed to send the forms

directly by mail to the data center. All QOL data from the

questionnaires were matched with individual patient data

collected via case report forms. The postoperative body

weight was measured at the time of enrollment in the

study.

Between July 2009 and December 2010, a total of 2,922

patients from 52 institutions were enrolled in the PGSAS

surveillance study (Fig. 1). A total of 2,520 (86 %) answers

were retrieved, but of these 152 cases were excluded

because of: age C76 years (n = 90), postoperative period

\1 year (n = 29), concomitant resection of other organs

(n = 8), and other factors (n = 25). As a result, 2,368

(81 %) patients were determined to be eligible for the

inclusion criteria. Among the eligible 2,368 responders,

393 patients underwent total gastrectomy, 909 DGBI, 475

DGRY, 313 PPG, 193 proximal gastrectomy, and 85 local

gastric resection. In the present study, 909 patients who

underwent DGBI and 313 patients who underwent PPG

were subjected to the analysis.

This study was registered with the University Hospital

Medical Information Network’s Clinical Trials Registry

(UMIN-CTR; registration no. 000002116). The study pro-

tocol was approved by the institutional review board at

each of the participating institutions. Written informed

consent was obtained from all enrolled patients.

Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed by the biostatisticians

mainly using StatView for Windows, version 5.0 (SAS

Institute, Inc.). Statistical methods included the t test and

chi-squared test. In the case of P\ 0.1 by univariate

analysis, Cohen’s d was calculated. Main outcome mea-

sures that exhibited significant variations in univariate

analysis were further analyzed using multiple regression

analysis; P\ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

In the case of P\ 0.1 in multiple regression analysis, a

standardization coefficient of regression (b), decision

coefficient (R2), and P value are shown in Table 4.

Cohen’s d, b, and R2 measure effect sizes. Interpretation

of effect sizes were C0.2 small, C0.5 medium, and C0.8

large in Cohen’s d; C0.1 small, C0.3 medium, and C0.5

large in b; C0.02 small, C0.13 medium, and C0.26 large

in R2.

Results

Patients characteristics

The patient characteristics are shown in Table 2. In the

patient backgrounds there were no significant differences

between the two groups except for gender where the pro-

portion of males was higher in the DGBI group. In terms of

the approach of surgery, the ratio of laparoscopic opera-

tions was similar in the two groups. The more extensive

lymphadenectomy was conducted in DGBI patients com-

pared with PPG patients, namely, almost all of the patients

in the PPG group underwent BD1 dissection, while 36 %

of the patients in the DGBI group underwent D2 dissection

(P\ 0.0001). The celiac branch of the vagus nerve was

preserved in 14.6 % in DGBI and 68.0 % in PPG

(P\ 0.0001). The size of the remnant stomach was sig-

nificantly larger in the PPG than in the DGBI patients. The

mean of the postoperative period at the time of enrollment

in this study was 40.7 months and 38.4 months for DGBI

and PPG, respectively.

Main outcome measures

Seven symptom SSs, the total symptom score, items rep-

resenting the amount of food, quality of ingestion SS,

items and SS representing dissatisfaction with life, the

physical component summary (PCS) and mental compo-

nent summary (MCS) from the PGSAS-45, and change in

body weight at the enrollment were selected as the main

outcome measures in this study based on the results of the

validation analysis of PGSAS-45 as reported previously

(Table 3) [14]. The results of the univariate analysis of the
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402 (14%)
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Analyzed
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resec�on of other organs :  8  
others :  25
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Conven�onal gastrectomy  Func�on-preserving 
gastrectomy

PPG
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Fig. 1 Outline of the study. TG Total gastrectomy with Roux-en-Y

reconstruction, DGRY distal gastrectomy with Roux-en-Y reconstruc-

tion, DGBI distal gastrectomy with Billroth I reconstruction, PPG

pylorus-preserving gastrectomy, PG proximal gastrectomy, LR local

resection
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main outcome measures comparing DGBI with PPG are

shown in Table 3. Regarding the symptom domain, PPG

patients had significantly lower scores (indicating better

conditions) in the diarrhea and dumping SSs, although

there were no differences in the other symptom SSs or in

the total symptom score between the two groups. The loss

of body weight was marginally greater for DGBI than PPG,

-7.9 % and -6.9 %, respectively (P = 0.052). Although

the ingested amount of food per meal was not different in

the two groups, the necessity for an additional meal was

statistically higher in the DGBI group compared with the

PPG group (P = 0.034). There were no differences in the

quality of ingestion, dissatisfactions categorized in the

QOL domain, or the PCS and MCS of SF-8 between the

two groups.

Next we conducted a multiple regression analysis for the

diarrhea SS, dumping SS, and necessity for an additional

meal by adding the type of gastrectomy, postoperative

period, age, gender, surgical approach, and celiac branch

preservation as explanatory variables (Table 4). Younger

age and division of the celiac branch were detected as

common and significant independent factors predicting

diarrhea and dumping, but the type of gastrectomy was not.

Female gender and younger age were detected as a signif-

icant independent factor for deteriorating dumping. As for

living status, male gender, a longer postoperative period, a

laparoscopic approach, PPG and younger age acted inde-

pendently to reduce the necessity for an additional meal.

Outcome measures of singular symptom items

The results of each singular score among GSRS and

PGSAS-45 specific symptom items are shown in Table 5.

All of the component items of the diarrhea SS, namely

increased passage of stools, loose stools, urgent need for

defecation, and all of the component items of the dumping

SS, namely early dumping general symptoms, early

dumping abdominal symptoms, and late dumping symp-

toms, were significantly better in the PPG group compared

with the DGBI group. The only worse score in PPG than

DGBI was eructation (P = 0.0004).

Discussion

In recent years, PPG has been widely used in EGC patients

as a function-preserving surgery that aims to reduce PGS

and improve postoperative QOL. It is anticipated that

preservation of the pyloric sphincter may attenuate rapid

gastric emptying and suppress dumping symptomatology,

which is one of the most unpleasant sequelae after gas-

trectomy and substantially affects QOL [15, 16]. Thus far,

several studies have used various methods to assess the

superiority of PPG over DGBI for reducing dumping [17–

23]. We developed the PGSAS-45 as a comprehensive

evaluation tool specific to PGS. It contains three items that

evaluate the intensity of dumping symptoms: early dump-

ing—general, early dumping—abdominal, and late dump-

ing. In the current study we analyzed these outcomes in

detail with a large number of patients and found that the

scores for each of these three items were significantly

lower in the PPG than in the DGBI group. Our results

confirmed those of other investigators showing the supe-

riority of PPG over DGBI in terms of dumping symptoms.

In addition, we found that the PPG group scored

Table 2 Patient characteristics

DGBI PPG P value

Number of patients 909 313

Postoperative period

(months)

40.7 ? 30.7a 38.4 ? 27.7 C0.1

Age 61.6 ? 9.1a 61.5 ? 8.7a C0.1

Gender

Male 594 183 0.0426

Female 311 126

Preoperative BMIb 22.7 ? 3.0a 22.7 ? 3.0a C0.1

Postoperative BMIb 20.9 ? 2.8a 21.1 ? 2.6a C0.1

Approach

Open 489 173 C0.1

Laparoscopic 415 136

Extent of lymph node dissectionc

D1[ 4 39 \0.0001

D1 8 6

D1a 119 51

D1b 444 201

D2 319 8

Celiac branch of the vagal nerve

Preserved 133 213

\0.0001

Divided 754 87

Combined resection

None 743 279

0.0057

Gallbladder 80 12

Spleen 0 0

Miscellaneous 4 0

Size of remnant stomach

\0.0001

Over half 29 73

Around one-third 799 222

Less than one-quarter 61 12

a Mean ± SD
b Body mass index
c According to the Japanese gastric cancer treatment guidelines
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significantly lower on the diarrhea subscale of the PGSAS-

45 than the DGBI group. These results indicated that by

preventing the rapid evacuation of the contents of the

remnant stomach into the small intestine, PPG might

reduce the incidence of increased passage of stool, loose

stool, and urgent need for defecation.

A secondary advantage of PPG with regard to postop-

erative function is that it is thought to suppress duode-

nogastric reflux. It has been widely reported that the

incidence of bile regurgitation and remnant gastritis is

significantly lower in PPG than DGBI patients as assessed

by endoscopic examination [15, 18, 24]. Nevertheless, in

the present study there were no significant differences

between the two groups in the scores of items associated

with gastritis and bile reflux. Namely, the suppression of

bile reflux by PPG did not decrease symptomatic com-

plaints. Since the visceral sensation to chemical stimulants

such as bile and acid is mediated primarily by vagal input,

our findings may be explained at least in part by the loss of

this input to the remnant stomach due to perigastric lymph

node dissection. Even though there were no differences in

symptoms between the PPG and DGBI groups, we still

should pay attention to latent injuries to the remnant gastric

mucosa. Long-term observations are needed to evaluate the

histological influence of these procedures on the remnant

stomach and any secondary carcinogenesis.

Another expected advantage of PPG is prandial and

nutritional improvement. Reduced food intake and loss of

Table 3 Univariate analysis of main outcome measures following distal gastrectomy (DGBI) and pylorus-preserving gastrecrtomy (PPG)

procedures

Domains Subdomains Main outcome measures DGBI PPG Univariate analysis

Mean SD Mean SD P-value Cohen’s d

Symptoms PGSAS subscales Esophageal reflux subscale (items 10, 11,

13, 24)

1.7 0.8 1.7 0.8 C0.1

(GSRS and

PGSAS items)

Abdominal pain subscale (items 9, 12, 28) 1.7 0.7 1.6 0.7 C0.1

Meal-related distress subscale (items 25–27) 2.1 0.9 2.1 0.9 C0.1

Indigestion subscale (items 14–17) 2.0 0.8 2.0 0.9 C0.1

Diarrhea subscale (items 19, 20, 22) 2.1 1.1 1.8 1.0 \.0001 0.27

Constipation subscale (items 18, 21, 23) 2.2 1.0 2.2 1.1 C0.1

Dumping subscale (items 30, 31, 33) 2.0 1.0 1.8 0.9 0.003 0.21

Total Total symptom score 2.0 0.7 1.9 0.7 C0.1

Living Body weight Change in body weight -7.9 % 8.1 % -6.9 % 7.0 % 0.052 (0.13)

Status Meals(amount) Ingested amount of food per meal 7.1 2.0 7.0 1.9 C0.1

Necessity for additional meals 1.9 0.8 1.8 0.8 0.034 (0.14)

Meals(quality) Quality of ingestion subscale*

(items 38–40)

3.8 0.9 3.8 0.9 C0.1

Social activity Ability to work 1.8 0.9 1.8 0.9 C0.1

QOL Dissatisfaction Dissatisfaction with symptoms 1.8 0.9 1.8 0.9 C0.1

Dissatisfaction at the meal 2.2 1.1 2.2 1.1 C0.1

Dissatisfaction at working 1.7 0.9 1.7 0.9 C0.1

Dissatisfaction for daily life subscale

(items 43–45)

1.9 0.8 1.9 0.8 C0.1

SF-8 Physical component summary (PCS)*

(items 1–8)

50.5 5.5 51.1 5.3 C0.1

Mental component summary (MCS)*

(items 1–8)

49.9 5.7 50.0 6.1 C0.1

The interpretation of effect size Cohen’s d

(None-very small) (\0.20)

Small C0.20

Medium C0.50

Large C0.80

Integrated subscales are underlined in the table. Outcome measures with *, higher score indicating better condition. Outcome measures without *,

higher score indicating worse condition. Each subscale is calculated as the mean of composed items or subscales, except PCS or MCS of SF-8
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body weight greatly influence living status and QOL in

patients who undergo gastrectomy. In general, PPG enables

conservation of a relatively large gastric remnant compared

to conventional DG. Because the present study was retro-

spective in design and we did not control the extent of

gastric excision, the sizes of the remnant stomach differed

significantly between the two groups. In the PPG group, at

least half of the original stomach was preserved in 24 % of

patients, in contrast to only 3 % of patients in the DGBI

group. This may be the primary reason why PPG patients

required fewer additional meals and why body weight loss

was smaller in the PPG than the DGBI group (-

6.9 ± 7.0 % vs. -7.9 ± 8.1 %, P = 0.052). Namikawa

et al. [25] used the PGSAS-45 to conduct a more detailed

analysis of PPG patients and reported that larger proximal

gastric remnants resulted in less body weight loss and

dissatisfaction at meals and in daily life.

Despite these positive findings, a typical adverse out-

come after PPG is delayed gastric emptying. This occurs

significantly more frequently in the early postoperative

period in PPG patients than in those undergoing DGBI and

is generally recognized as a PPG-specific complication

[26]. Food residue was frequently observed in the remnant

stomach in PPG patients even several years after surgery

[24], although this disorder gradually improves over time.

We evaluated symptoms of delayed gastric emptying using

the ‘‘postprandial fullness’’ and ‘‘early satiation’’ items of

the PGSAS-45 and found no significant differences

between the PPG and DGBI group for either item. As the

average postoperative period of the PPG patients was

38.4 months, we consider that delayed gastric emptying

caused by PPG resolved over this period of time.

Multiple regression analysis revealed that younger age

and female gender were independent factors influencing

PGSAS-45 symptom scores of diarrhea and dumping, and

longer postoperative periods attenuated the need for addi-

tional meals. Taken together, these findings suggest that

relatively young female EGC patients might be good can-

didates for function-preserving surgery that can minimize

these postoperative disorders.

Recently, gastrectomy with preservation of the celiac

branch of the vagus nerve has become widely used in EGC

patients. The celiac branch innervates the upper gastroin-

testinal organs, such as the stomach, duodenum, jejunum,

and pancreas, and some of these organs’ physiological

functions are regulated by the afferent-efferent network of

the vagus nerve connecting the hypothalamus and visceral

organs. In an experimental study using a canine model,

Ando et al. [27] demonstrated that section of the celiac

branch decreased the postprandial motility of the duode-

num and jejunum. Other investigators also showed that

denervation of the celiac branch influenced the regulation

of hormonal secretion. Kinami et al. [28] reported thatT
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section of the celiac branch during gastrectomy impaired

the secretion of insulin in response to glucagon adminis-

tration, and Takiguchi et al. [29] recently demonstrated that

denervation of the celiac branch disturbed postprandial

changes in ghrelin secretion. As described above, preser-

vation of the celiac branch might be beneficial for main-

taining physiologic functions, but the practical efficacy of

this surgical procedure in gastrectomy has not been fully

elucidated [30, 31]. In the present study, 71 % of PPG

patients and 15 % of DGBI patients underwent preserva-

tion of the celiac branch. Multivariable regression analysis

revealed that preservation of the celiac branch significantly

affected the dumping SS and diarrhea SS scores, although

the method of reconstruction (PPG vs. DGBI) was not an

independent factor predicting these symptoms. These

findings strongly suggest that the celiac branch of the vagus

nerve should be preserved whenever possible regardless of

which reconstruction method is preferred.

In contrast to the differences in symptom scores between

PPG and DGBI, we did not detect any differences between

the two approaches in terms of general QOL scores on the

PGSAS-45. One reason may be that the effect size of the

difference for each symptom item was relatively small,

represented as Cohen’s d values of 0.17–0.32, which might

result in a lack of total improvement in the general QOL

scores. Similar findings were observed in other series of the

PGSAS study, i.e., DGBI vs. DG Roux-en-Y [5] and total

gastrectomy vs. proximal gastrectomy [32].

Our work has several limitations that may be attributed

to the retrospective design of the study. The PPG surgical

procedures conducted in this study were considerably

lacking in uniformity; specifically, the following factors

varied widely among institutions and surgeons: the extent

of lymphadenectomy, size of the remnant stomach, length

of the pyloric cuff, surgical approach (open or laparo-

scopic), method of anastomosis (hand sewn or stapling),

and preservation of the vagus nerve and infrapyloric ves-

sels. All of these factors are known to substantially influ-

ence postoperative dysfunction following PPG [33].

Another weakness of this study was the sizable variation in

the postoperative period of the enrolled patients. Deter-

mining the optimal time point to evaluate the postoperative

change of QOL properly is a matter of concern. In addition,

there might also be a slight placebo effect, as the PPG

Table 5 Univariate analysis of other outcome measures (symptoms)

Subdomains Items Univariate analysis

DGBI PPG

Mean SD Mean SD P value Cohen’s d

GSRS items Abdominal pain 1.7 0.9 1.8 1.0 C0.1

Heartburn 1.8 1.0 1.8 1.0 C0.1

Acid regurgitation 1.8 1.1 1.8 1.1 C0.1

Sucking sensations in the epigastrium 1.5 0.8 1.5 0.8 C0.1

Nausea and vomiting 1.5 0.9 1.5 0.9 C0.1

Borborygmus 1.8 1.0 1.7 1.0 C0.1

Abdominal distension 2.0 1.1 2.0 1.1 C0.1

Eructation 1.7 1.0 1.9 1.1 0.0004 0.22

Increased flatus 2.5 1.3 2.4 1.3 C0.1

Decreased passage of stools 2.2 1.3 2.3 1.4 C0.1

Increased passage of stools 2.1 1.3 1.9 1.2 0.0010 0.22

Loose stools 2.1 1.1 1.9 1.1 0.0098 0.17

Hard stools 2.0 1.1 2.1 1.2 C0.1

Urgent need for defecation 2.2 1.3 1.8 1.1 \0.0001 0.32

Feeling of incomplete evacuation 2.4 1.1 2.3 1.1 C0.1

PGSAS specific items Bile regurgitation 1.8 1.0 1.7 0.9 C0.1

Sense of food sticking 1.6 0.9 1.6 0.9 C0.1

Postprandial fullness 2.3 1.2 2.4 1.2 C0.1

Early satiation 2.3 1.1 2.4 1.1 C0.1

Lower abdominal pains 1.8 1.0 1.7 1.0 0.0160 0.16

Early dumping general symptoms 1.9 1.2 1.7 1.1 0.0089 0.18

Early dumping abdominal symptoms 2.3 1.3 2.1 1.3 0.0333 0.14

Late dumping symptoms 1.8 1.1 1.5 1.0 0.0081 0.19
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patients probably were told that this operation was used

with the intention to reduce postoperative symptoms.

Future prospective controlled studies are desired that pro-

vide the most suitable uniform surgery in each study group

and have appropriate timing for the assessment.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that PPG patients in this

study had superior results compared to DGBI patients in

terms of suppressing postoperative dumping symptoms,

diarrhea, and the need for additional food. Preservation of

the celiac branch of the vagus nerve is recommended either

in DGBI or PPG for EGC.
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